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                                 HIGHWAY SONG
                                (Drew Emmitt)

ARTIST: Leftover Salmon
ALBUM: Euphoria

lyrics transcribed by Bryant Vann ,
chords transcribed by John Carter 
=====================================================

h - hammer on        p - pull off

Intro: E Esus4

roughly:

e|----0---0----0---0--------------------------|
B|------0--------0---------0h2--3p2--0--------|
G|-1-------------------1----------------------|
D|-2------------------------------------------|
A|-2------------------------------------------|
E|--------------------------------------------|

           A                                           E
I got some time - guess I ll just settle on in for the ride

         A                                   E
Clearin  my mind, reachin  out through the inside

Bm                       A                           E
Haulin  into a new town, just another stop along the way

Bm                         A                           E



Later on when the sun goes down an it s time for us to play

Chorus: (faster)

G                                   C                      A
Tires singing between white lines - now I know it won t be long

G                                    C                     A
Moment by moment the passing of time, just another highway song

E

So many miles away from the one I need the most
So many words I can t say, so far and yet so close
Changing scenes outside thw windows link these two other lives
Where we re headin  I just don t know,
I m just watching the world go by

Chorus

Solo: A E A E

Bm                     A                      E
New emotions inside my mind left me wonderin  where to turn

Bm             A                    E
Always lookin  for a sign, crossing rivers while bridges burn

Chorus

           A                                           E
I got some time - guess I ll just settle on in for the ride

         A                                   E
Clearin  my mind, reachin  out through the inside

E
Oh, oh, oh... Just another highway, just another highway


